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1) A bag of oranges contains 6 oranges. I buy w bags of

oranges. How many oranges have I bought?

2) I have d cupcakes and I eat 7 of them. How many

cupcakes do I have left?

3) The temperature is 62 celsius. It gets warmer by h

degrees. What is the temperature now?

4) Ben has a coin collection made up of pennies and

nickels. If he has three times as many pennies as

nickels and the total face value of the coins is $416,

how many coins of each kind are in the collection?

5) 9. The Mccarthy’s are on a cross-country trip

traveling with the Jensons. One day they get separated

and the Jensons are 20 miles a head of the Mccarthy’s

on the same road. If the Jensons average 50 mph and

the Mccarthy’s travel at 60 mph, how long will it be

before the Mccarthy’s catch up with the Jensons?

6) 1A reservoir can be filled by an inlet pipe in 24 hours

and emptied by an outlet pipe in 28 hours. The foreman

starts to fill the reservoir, but he forgets to close

the outlet pipe. Six hours later he remembers and

closes the outlet. How long does it take altogether to

fill the reservoir

7) A tourist bus covers 480 miles at a uniform speed. If
the speed had been 8 miles per hour less, then it would
have been 3 hours more to cover the distance. Find the
speed of the tourist bus.

8) Find the two numbers whose sum is 43 and the product
is 462.
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9) Fixed fair of hiring a taxi is $12, fare for every 
additional mile is $5 per mile. Set up an inequality 
to show how much a person can travel with $50 or 
less. Represent the additional mile by m. 

 
 

10) Find the solution of the following inequality: 
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1) 6w 

2) d-7 

3) 62+h 

4) 200 nickels, 600 pennies 

5) 2 hours 

6) 29 1/7 hours 

7) 
 

8) -4, -10 

9)  

10) 
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• The general form of a quadratic 
equation is given as,  

•  are real numbers, where  and  can 
have any value but . 

• The degree of a quadratic 
polynomial is always . 
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